UPDATES
Virtual SPC Advance
Virtual SPC Advance was our first completely virtual Fall members-only event, centered on
Sustainable Resilience in a Time of Change. From September 29th - 30th, 2020, 1,300+
attendees got inspired, learned, and shared their insights on the bold change that is needed
to make a significant impact in climate change via sustainable packaging. We want to thank
our members, speakers, and sponsors for making our first virtual event a success!

Virtual SPC Advance Canvas, September 29th

Virtual SPC Advance - Session Spotlights
Some selected sessions from Virtual SPC Advance will be available to all to watch a replay of,
directly on the event website. The featured sessions will change every two weeks starting on
October 14th.

Sustainable Packaging Coalition Congratulates 2020 SPC Innovator
Award Winners
The winners of the SPC's annual award program, which recognizes meaningful contributions
and advancements towards more sustainable packaging, were announced at Virtual SPC
Advance on September 30th, 2020. Learn more about the winners and finalists here. We'd
like to thank Trayak for sponsoring the 2020 SPC Innovator Awards.

Case Studies of Navigating the Recycling System Launched by ASTRX
The SPC has published a new resource developed jointly with The Recycling Partnership as
part of our ASTRX collaboration. Case Studies of Navigating the Recycling System examines
strategies that industry is currently taking to move more types of packaging towards
recyclability.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
The Essentials of E-commerce
Packaging
Just launched
With e-commerce continuing to skyrocket
during COVID-19, learn how e-commerce
packaging can be more sustainable. The
Essentials of E-commerce Packaging, the
newest course in the Essentials of
Sustainable Packaging online training program, introduces learners to the quickly growing
field of electronic commerce (e-commerce), focusing on the sustainability considerations and
implications for packaging.

RMS Webinars for Public
Comment
After nearly two years of development, the
Recycled Material Standard (RMS) will
soon be released for a public review and
comment period. Two webinars are being offered to review the standard and address
commonly asked questions on October 28th and November 4th. Each webinar will feature
different content and will be recorded for participants that can’t attend live.

The Collaborative Journey Toward a More Circular Economy: Key
Takeaways from Climate Week
Watch the recording of a virtual live panel as part of Climate Week NYC 2020 with Executive
Director of the SPC, Nina Goodrich, and explore how innovative packaging solutions are
accelerating the transition to a circular economy.

UVA McIntire Sustainable Business Certification
A holistic and thorough approach to how sustainability is both influencing and influenced by
the business world; this course is an excellent foundation if you are aiming to make
sustainability a priority for your company.

GREENBLUE IN THE NEWS
Steph Shep Dives Deep Into Sustainable Packaging w/ How2Recycle
Biossance
"Follow along as Steph Shep and Kelly Cramer from How2Recycle, walk us through the ins
and outs of sustainable packaging. Learn the differences between biobased, biodegradable,
compostable and other buzzwords."

Virtual SPC Advance: Packaging and Sustainability in a Volatile Time
SPC
"Virtual SPC Advance kicked off with an Opening Keynote from sustainability expert Andrew
Winston, author of Green to Gold and The Big Pivot, as well as a well-known thought leader
in corporate sustainability."

Why Composting Sites Are Banning Compostable Plastics
NowThis Earth
"Single use items like straws, cups, and cutlery are being labeled as 'compostable' — but the
truth is a bit more complicated."

The Tradeoffs Posed By Different Beauty Packaging Materials
Beauty Independent
"As beauty brands seek to replace plastic, the material has become a go-to alternative, but
every alternative has trade-offs."

WHAT WE ARE READING
New Guidelines Aim to Address Labeling Confusion for Compostable
Packaging
Waste Dive
"The Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) released guidelines last month around food
packaging, one of the biggest contamination issues facing organics recyclers."

Evaluating Scenarios Toward Zero Plastic Pollution
American Association for the Advancement of Science
"Plastic pollution is a pervasive and growing problem. To estimate the effectiveness of
interventions to reduce plastic pollution, we modeled stocks and flows of municipal solid
waste and four sources of microplastics through the global plastic system for five scenarios
between 2016 and 2040."

Every Place Has Its Own Climate Risk. What Is It Where You Live?
The New York Times
"For most of us, climate change can feel like an amorphous threat — with the greatest
dangers lingering ominously in the future and the solutions frustratingly out of reach. So
perhaps focusing on today’s real harms could help us figure out how to start dealing with
climate change."

NEW SPC MEMBERS

STAFF NEWS
We are excited for SPC's Tristanne Davis, who will be starting a new position at SPC member
company, Amazon, in Luxembourg as a Senior Program Manager for Sustainability, Private
Brands. Wishing her the best of luck!

EVENTS OF INTEREST
2020 Zero Waste Conference: A Future Without Waste
November 13th
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